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Featured Application: The work presented in the paper, relates to building physics,
specifically to building acoustics. Results can be applied in engineering practice and facades
development research.
Abstract: This paper verifies the impact of the use of an external thermal composite system (ETICS) on
air-borne sound insulation. For optimum accuracy over a wide frequency range, classical microphone
based transmission measurements are combined with accelerometer based vibrometry measurements.
Consistency is found between structural resonance frequencies and bending wave velocity dispersion
curves determined by vibrometry on the one hand and spectral features of the sound reduction index,
the ETICS mass-spring-mass resonance induced dip in the acoustic insulation spectrum, and the
coincidence induced dip on the other hand. Scanning vibrometry proves to be an effective tool for
structural assessment in the design phase of ETICS systems. The measured spectra are obtained
with high resolution in wide frequency range, and yield sound insulation values are not affected
by the room acoustic features of the laboratory transmission rooms. The complementarity between
the microphone and accelerometer based results allows assessing the effect of ETICS on the sound
insulation spectrum in an extended frequency range from 20 Hz to 10 kHz. The modified engineering
∆R prediction model for frequency range up to coincidence frequency of external plaster layer is
recommended. Values for the sound reduction index obtained by a modified prediction method are
consistent with the measured data.
Keywords: building acoustics; vibrometry assessment; facade airborne sound insulation; sound
reduction index improvement; prediction model; external thermal composite system (ETICS)
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1. Introduction
The use of composite thermal insulation systems on external walls to improve the energy efficiency
of buildings has been a common method in Middle European countries for many decades. External
thermal insulation composite systems (ETICS), consisting of a thermal insulation layer placed on the
external side of the wall cladding of a building, covered by a thin solid layer of plaster-like material,
offer an adequate solution against thermal energy losses, while keeping the installation cost low and
application procedure simple. Building physics research on ETICS involves not only thermal insulation
performance [1], but also moisture infiltration in existing systems in newly developed materials in
terms of bio-deterioration. [2–4] Extensive studies on optimization of ETICS design were published
with respect to both thermal properties and moisture penetration [1,5].
While wall insulation layers in the 1980s were typically 40–80 mm thick, the current criteria
of EU energy policy and the predictions of EAE (European Association for External Thermal
Insulation Composite Systems) require (depending on EU country) a thermal insulation layer with
thickness between 200 mm and 300 mm, in particular if passive house standards have to be met [6,7].
In the case of renovations and energy performance upgrades of existing buildings, by virtue of its
non-invasive character, the use of ETICS is one of the most straightforward approaches to improve
thermal insulation.
An important challenge for the implementation of ETICS is to improve the thermal insulation
properties of exterior walls of buildings while preserving or ideally improving other essential building
physics parameters and aspects of architectural aesthetics [8–11]. In the case of thermal insulation
systems, in which a mineral wool layer is properly placed in the cavity between two massive layers,
acoustic insulation performance also improves. This is thanks to sound absorptive properties of
mineral wool that leads to damping of acoustic resonances in the cavity between the two massive
layers. However, when a mineral wool layer is used in an ETICS configuration, sound insulation of an
external wall might paradoxically decrease compared to situation in which only one bare walls are
used [12,13]. Despite the added mass, the addition of a thin solid layer with a soft layer in between
the outside air and a massive wall can have an acoustic impedance matching effect, increasing sound
transmission from the air to the wall. Compared to the original acoustic insulation spectrum of the bare
wall, the insulation spectrum after application of ETICS shows a dip around the mass-spring-mass
(m-s-m) resonance frequency of the two ETICS layers, due to the thin solid layer acting as a responding
mass, and the thermal insulation layer as spring [9,13–19]. Typically, the resonance frequency lies in
the part of the spectrum where human hearing is quite sensitive, such that, even for a small effect on
the single number rating RW [20], the effect of ETICS on the sound insulation is likely to be audible.
In a recent revision of the Environmental Noise Directive (END) [21], it was stated that noise
pollution continues to be a source of health effects [22] such as sleep disorders with awakenings [23],
learning impairment [24], and hypertension ischemic heart disease [25]. The outer and inner walls of
habitations represent, together with the windows, the first and most important defense for citizens
from night noise, avoiding the above reported negative health effect. Thus, the use of composite
thermal insulation systems also needs to be investigated from building acoustics point of view.
Several studies based on sound insulation measurements according to the ISO 10140 [16,26,27],
have reported effects of ETICS on parts of the insulation curve between −8 dB and +19 dB. Even in cases
where ETICS application results in a net increase of RW , the dip in the insulation curve, which occurs
typically at rather low frequencies, can pose a considerable problem when insulation against traffic
noise is concerned [28–31]. The sophisticated numerical prediction model to determine ETICS cladding
system transmission loss was introduced based on transfer matrix method [32,33]. Discussions on
harmonization and standardization of assessment procedures of the sound insulation in dwellings
resulted in EU networking action [34]. The particular impact of noise from road, rail and air traffic is
expressed in the spectrum adaptation terms C and Ctr [20]. In some countries, spectrum adaptation
terms are not considered, but the contribution of low frequencies is included by means of extended
assessment range, i.e., from 50 to 5000 Hz [35–39]. In [13,40], the insulation of low frequency noise
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produced by traffic is considered by calculation of single number quantities RW + Ctr or RW + Ctr,50–5000 .
In the case of ETICS, the adapted single number quantities rate the insulation performance substantially
lower than RW , due to the dip in low frequencies. In some cases, the adapted single number quantity is
lower after applying ETICS walls than before. This motivates the research on how to affect the ETICS
dip by tuning the resonance frequency of the system into less audible lower frequencies [41] or by
reducing the depth of the dip.
In current engineering design practice, the influence on the sound insulation due to a planned
refurbishment of an outer wall ∆RW (sound reduction index improvement) is often predicted by
empirical relations. Based on extensive investigations by Weber et al. [13], a semi-empirical approach
involving the spectrum adaptation terms C and Ctr has been implemented in the recent draft of
ISO 12354-1 [42]. This has led to sound insulation values that are more adequate in relation to
subjective perception.
The estimated ∆RW due to the ETICS is then added to the weighted sound reduction index value
RW (or RW + spectrum adaptation term) of the bare original wall to get the resulting sound reduction
index of the entire assembly.
To assess the effects of ETICS on the perception of outdoor noise transmitted into building interior
and thus its impact on the indoor acoustic comfort, assessment of the sound transmission properties is
needed in the whole audible range, which is not always the case. In this paper, we report on laboratory
sound insulation measurements using standardized sound pressure measurement techniques as well as
vibrometry method [42]. Until now, no measurement techniques have been standardized or proposed
that would allow for reliable quantification of sound transmission at low frequencies (i.e., lower than
Schroeder frequency of receiving room, which is typically around 250 Hz) [43]. Here, we exploit the
advantages of vibrometry to assess the impact of the installation of ETICS on the airborne sound
insulation down to 50 Hz. The resonant behavior at low frequencies that goes along with the use of
ETICS is accurately determined, unaffected by room acoustic aspects of the laboratory transmission
rooms. In vibrometry, surface vibrations are mapped, resulting in operation deflection shapes (ODS).
From the detailed information about vibrations, the sound power radiated by the measured element
can be determined directly avoiding the influence of room resonances [44,45]. This approach is more
reliable than conventional acoustic (i.e., microphone-based) methods, as, in the latter method, a diffuse
acoustic field is assumed, which is not the case in the lower frequency range. Vibrometry also allows the
determination of the radiation efficiency and sound reduction index with high spectral resolution [46],
including the effect of the finiteness of the test object on the radiation efficiency and sound reduction
index [47,48].
As mentioned above, in practice, ETICS are applied mainly on building facades. However, in
specific cases, ETICS are also implemented for thermal insulation of ceilings and internal walls. In the
following, we report on the characterization of a façade wall in laboratory circumstances. The sound
reduction improvement index ∆R expresses in our study the improvement of the sound insulation
index R thanks to ETICS and is used to objectively quantify the influence of ETICS on the acoustic
insulation performance of walls. Finally, the vibrometry results for ∆R are also compared with
microphone measurements and analytical prediction model results.
2. Experimental Approach
A massive brick wall was characterized before (Wall 1) and after (Wall 2) refurbishment with
ETICS and tested in a building acoustics laboratory. The basic wall consisted of ceramic hollow bricks
(220 mm) filled by concrete of the class C12/15. The wall was plastered by lime plaster with a thickness
of 15 mm (Figure 1a). The total surface mass density of the wall was m1 = 375 kg/m2 . The ETICS
addition in Wall 2 consisted of a layer of adhesive mortar (1.5 mm), a layer of (thermally insulating)
dense mineral wool (35 mm; s’ = 15 × 106 N/m3 ; ρ = 112.7 kg/m3 ; r = 18.3 kNs/m4 ) and a layer of
lime plaster (25 mm; m2 = 28 kg/m2 ).
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Figure 1. (a) Composition of the measured walls. Wall 1, without (left) and Wall 2, with ETICS (right).
(b) Schematic representation of accelerometer locations used for vibrometry: (1) lime plaster (15 mm);
(2) hollow brick (220 mm); (3) concrete (200 mm); (4) adhesive mortar (1.5 mm); (5) mineral wool
(35 mm); (6) lime plaster (25 mm); (7) B&K acceleration receivers 6×; (8) the measurement grid of
22 × 18 points with spacing of 150 mm; (9) the cross-section of the test wall; and (10) acoustic excitation.

The goal of the measurements, which took place in the transmission suite according to ISO
10140-5 [27], was to determine the effect of ETICS implementation on the sound reduction index of a
massive wall. The volume of the transmission rooms was V sending = 50.2 m3 and V receiving = 53 m3 .
The Schroeder frequency of the rooms was approximately f Schroeder ≈ 330 Hz. The surface of the test
wall element, which fully filled the test opening, was S = 10.7 m2 . Pink noise of 97 dB in each 1/3rd
octave band was used to acoustically excite the test walls. The sound transmission was determined by
both microphone and vibrometry measurements.
2.1. Determination of Airborne Sound Insulation Based on ISO 10140-2
The airborne sound insulation R (dB) was determined in accordance to ISO 10140-2 [26], by
calculation of the sound pressure level difference D (dB) from the spatially averaged sound pressure
level measured in the sending room and receiving room (Lp1 − Lp2 ), corrected with a term to account
for the amount of sound absorption in the receiving room:


S
R = L p1 − L p2 + 10 log
A



S·c·T
= D + 10 log
55.26 · V



(1)

where D (dB) is sound pressure level difference, c (ms−1 ) is the speed of sound in air, and T (s) and V
(m3 ) are the reverberation time and volume of the receiving room (RR), respectively. A (m2 ) and S (m2 )
are the receiving room absorption area and tested wall area, respectively.
2.2. Determination of Airborne Sound Insulation Based on Vibrometry
In view of the effect ETICS application plays mainly at low frequencies, and of the reduced
accuracy of microphone-based measurements below 100 Hz, we also assessed the sound insulation of
the two test configurations by means of a vibrometry-based approach [44].
The measuring equipment for the vibrometry tests consisted of 6 accelerometers of Brüel &
Kjaer type 4370, of which one was used as a reference. The signals, amplified by Brüel & Kjaer type
2635 charge amplifiers, were simultaneously recorded with an 8-channel Sinus Soundbook analyzing
system, with Samurai 1.7.14 software. For calibration of the complete measuring chain, an acceleration
calibrator type MMF VC10 was used.
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The sound power radiated by the test wall in the receiving room due to transmission of sound
coming from the sending room can be calculated by an approach that was elaborated in [44,49–51].
Based on the measured normal velocity vn (rs , ω) of the vibrating surface at positions rs on the wall,
the acoustic pressure p(r, ω) at position r in the receiving room (denoted by distance R = |r − rs |) can
be calculated by
iωρ x
e−ikR
p(r, ω ) =
v n (rS , ω )
dS
(2)
2π
R
S

where S is the area of the vibrating wall S, ρ is the density of air, ω is the angular frequency and c is the
speed of sound in air. Based on calculated pressure p(rs , ω) and the measured normal velocity vn (rs ,
ω), the active acoustic intensity I along the surface and the total radiated active sound power P can be
computed as:
1
I (rS , ω ) = Re[ p(rS , ω )v∗S (rS , ω )]
(3)
2
x
P(ω ) =
I (rS , ω )dS
(4)
S

where * denotes complex conjugate, and Re denotes the real part. The resulting sound power level
LW = 10 log10 (P/Pref ), with Pref = 1012 W/m2 , is independent of the acoustic response of the receiving
room and, in contrast with microphone-based measurements, not affected by room acoustic aspects of
the receiving room, such as reverberation and mode formation. In the microphone-based ISO 10140-2
approach, sound reflections and reverberation can be adequately considered using the reverberation
time in the calculation of the sound reduction index Equation (1). In principle, the non-uniformity of
the measured acoustic field in the receiving room is also considered by averaging receiving room sound
pressure values over multiple positions, and by exploiting the fact that, in 1/3 octave band averaging,
strongly frequency dependent spatial non-uniformities of room acoustic modes are cancelled out.
However, the latter averaging effect is cumbersome at low frequencies, when the modal density
becomes very low and the spatially slowly varying pressure field of modes is difficult to sample.
This violation of the acoustic diffuseness assumption makes the measured sound power radiated into
the room using microphones strongly dependent upon the room size and shape at low frequencies,
and thus varying from laboratory to laboratory. The value of LW obtained by means of the Rayleigh
integral approach does not suffer from this issue and, by means of the relation between the radiated
sound power Prad (Watt), the intensity I (Watt/m2 ) and root mean square sound pressure prms (Pa) of a
p2

plane source with surface S (m2 ), Prad = IS = rms
Z S, with Z the specific acoustic impedance of air, so
√
that prms = Prad Z/S, it can be used as follows to determine the sound reduction index:
R = L p1 + 10 log S − 6 − LW

(5)

Note that this estimate of the airborne sound insulation R is independent of the reverberation
time of the receiving room. However, for comparing with microphone-based measurements of
R, the following additional correction factors, proposed by Vorländer and Waterhouse, should be
considered [52,53].
R = L p1 + 10 log S − Kd − LW + Ka + Kw + C1 + C2
(6)
where C1 and C2 are meteorological correction factors [54]. Ka involves high frequencies correction
factors [53] and KW the Waterhouse correction for low frequencies, which includes effects of the
boundaries of the receiving room [52]. Kd is the random-incidence factor (directivity factor),
which corrects for effects of the radiated acoustic near field.
In the classical procedure to determine the airborne sound insulation R by means of Equation (1),
the sound pressure level is measured by means of microphones. For purpose of comparison,
the effective sound pressure in the actual receiving room is determined from the sound power levels
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as computed by the Rayleigh integral, considering the measured reverberation time of the receiving
room, using the expression


L p2

A
= Lw − 10 log
A0





A
cS
− 4.34 − 10 log 1 +
− C1 − C2 + 6
S
8V f

(7)

which may also be expressed as
L p2 = Lw − 10 log A − Ka − Kw − C1 − C2 + Kd

(8)

where A0 = 1 m2 is the reference area.
Vibration measurements were made by scanning the positions of 5 accelerometers on a grid with
spacing of 15 cm on the receiving side of the wall (which was built on the side of the sending room
(Figure 1b), while recording simultaneously the signal of an accelerometer at a reference position in
one of the corners of the wall. The accuracy of interpolating deflection shapes depends on the number
of samples per wavelength. According to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, the used spacing
of g = 15 cm allows to accurately sample structural waves with wavelengths up to 4 g = 60 cm, which,
based on the velocity dispersion curves in Figure 4, corresponds with a frequency of 1250 Hz (bending
wave velocity 955 m/s). Results obtained by airborne exciting the sending room with pink noise can
thus be expected to be reliable till about 1250 Hz.
2.3. Determination of ETICS Induced Weighted Sound Reduction Index Improvement
Different approaches have been proposed to determine the effect of the implementation of ETICS
on the sound reduction index, ∆RW [12,13].
For the commonly used ETICS walls consisting of mineral wool glued by adhesive mortar on 40%
of the wall surface area (commonly used in practice), and plaster layers with thickness and density so
that the resonance frequency is below 125 Hz, Weber [13] reported the following empirical relationship
for the effect of ETICS on the acoustic insulation in terms of a single number rating:
v
u
1 u
ts0

= −35.9 log
2π


∆Rw

!
1
1 
+ 82.4 = −35.9 log( f 0 ) + 82.4
0 +
0
m1
m2

(9)

Weber also proposed a predictive model for the spectrum of the ETICS induced effect on the
sound reduction index:
v

u
 2 2
 2

u
2
f
u 1 − ff

+ 4 η2
f0
u

0
u

∆R = 20 log
(10)
 2
t

2

η 2
f


1+4 2
f
0

where η (-) is the structural damping. Equation (8) holds for frequencies above f 0 (Hz), the resonance
frequency. For frequencies below f 0 , the model assumes no effect: ∆RW = 0 dB. Equation (8), which
holds for frequencies below the coincidence frequency of the basic wall, fc , predicts an increase of ∆RW
with 12 dB per octave.
3. Results
3.1. Assessment in Accordance to ISO 10140
Figure 2 shows the sound insulation spectrum of the two walls as obtained by ISO 10140-2. The dip
around f 0 ≈ 125 Hz in the ETICS treated wall, caused by the reduced acoustic impedance (mismatch
with the air) of the multilayer at resonance, agrees with Equation (9), using the following known values
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for the involved material properties: m1 = 375 kg/m2 , m2 = 28 kg/m2 , and s’ = 15 MN/m3 [13,42].
In addition, other features of the ETICS effect are as expected. On the one hand, below resonance,
the added mass of the plaster and mineral wool layer is too small to significantly increase the sound
insulation. On the other hand, above the dip, the addition of a (thin) mass layer and cavity leads to
a dual mass law behavior of 12 dB/octave-behavior, in contrast with the single mass law behavior
of 6 dB/octave-behavior of the bare Wall 1. Both spectra also show a dip at fc ≈ 160 Hz due to the
coincidence effect. However, in the case of ETICS Wall 2, the mass-spring-mass dip is clearly dominant.
Figure 2 illustrates that, despite the drastic differences between the insulation curves of both walls,
the effect on the respective shifted “matching” reference curves is pretty small.

Figure 2. Airborne sound insulation curves of Walls 1 and 2 obtained by ISO 10140-2, together with the
respective shifted reference curves [26].

In theory, the resonance frequency of an ETICS system can be roughly estimated by [42]:

f0

v
u
1 u
ts0
=
2π

1
1
0 +
0
m1
m2

!
(11)

where m1 is a total mass per unit area of Wall 1 (kg·m−2 ); m2 is mass per unit area of the used plaster
(kg·m−2 ); and the “spring” of the system, (i.e., mineral wool placed in the cavity between the two walls)
is characterized by its dynamic stiffness s0 (N·m−3 ) measured in accordance with EN 29052-1 [55].
Typical values are given in the Section 2 of this article. In addition to the properties of materials used
for ETICS, the sound insulation is also affected by aspects of workmanship, e.g., related to how the
insulation slabs are mounted onto the supporting wall.
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Consequently, the effect on the single number ratings (Table 1) is quite small: application of ETICS
in this case deteriorates RW (ISO 717-1 [20]) by 1 dB. Considering spectrum adaptation terms (C; Ctr ),
the single number sound insulation decreases by amounts between 2 and 4 dB.
Table 1. Comparison between ISO 10140-2 based single number ratings.
Symbol

Wall 1 ISO

Wall 2 ISO

∆Rw, ISO

Rw (dB)
C (dB)
Ctr (dB)
C50–3150 (dB)
C50–5000 (dB)
C100–5000 (dB)
Ctr,50–3150 (dB)
Ctr,50–5000 (dB)
Ctr,100–5000 (dB)

59
−2
−6
−3
−2
−1
−10
−10
−6

58
−3
−9
−4
−3
−3
−12
−12
−9

−1
−1
−3
−1
−1
−2
−2
−2
−3

3.2. Assessment by Vibrometry Approach
Using vibrometry, by analyzing operational deflection shapes (ODSs), the radiated sound power
(P (W)) and the radiation efficiency (σ (-)), additional information can be obtained about the factors
that affect the sound insulation of the considered walls. Some of the ODSs, determined as frequency
response functions between accelerometer signals obtained on measurement grid and the reference
signal, are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows operational deflection shapes of the two structures at the
lowest structural resonance frequencies, as well as the spectrum of the velocity level Lv (dB re ms−1 ;
v0 = 5 × 10−8 m/s). The peaks in the spectrum of the velocity level Lv indicates resonances occurrence.
By evaluating the response for each point of the wall surface, the ODS was plotted. The lowest natural
frequency f (1;1) is about 67 Hz. Although the phenomenon of coincidence is not related to a structural
resonance, the velocity spectrum shows a peak at fc ≈ 160 Hz, as a result of the increased coupling
with the vibration exciting airborne waves at and above that frequency. The ETICS resonance appears
as a peak in the Lv spectrum at about f 0 ≈ 119 Hz. At f ≈ 230 Hz, the Lv spectra of Wall 1 and Wall 2
are equal, which is consistent with the equality at that frequency of the sound insulation spectra.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. (a) Mean value of velocity response (in dB) on the surface in narrow band spectrum; and (b)
operational deflection shapes (ODSs) visualization and mean value of measured velocity on the wall
surface in the RR.

Exploiting the rectangular symmetry of the wall, it was sufficient to measure the vibrational
response of the wall in only one quadrant by means of accelerometers. The response of the other
quadrants was determined by mirroring the maps of the measured quadrant along the horizontal and
vertical axis and along the center point. In this manner, the measurement effort could be reduced,
with the drawback that this approach is only valid for the lowest eigenmodes (natural frequencies) of
the wall. Having measured on a grid of 9 × 11 measurement points in one quadrant, a full dataset
of 18 × 22 was obtained in that manner. The operational deflection shapes thus obtained are shown
in Figure 3. Vibration amplitudes an ( x, y, ω ) are mapped along a grid consisting of 18 × 22 points,
with an interspacing of 15 cm between the measurement points. For every frequency component
of the measured responses, a two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform was taken, to arrive at the
wavenumber domain (kx , ky ):
an k x , k y , ω



= F F { an ( x, y, ω )}

(12)

where F x and F x represent a spatial Fourier transform in x- and y-direction, respectively. Although
other methods exist, such as Prony’s method or the wavenumber fit method [56], the spatial Fourier
transform is the easiest approach to assess the wavenumbers present in the vibrating wall at each
angular frequency ω.
Spatial windowing techniques are usually employed to reduce possible leakage of the data [57].
However, in the present case, the wall was mounted in a heavy test-setup, which enforced the vibrations
at the edges of the spatial domain to zero. This in itself reduced the possible occurrence of leakage,
and thus a spatial window was not needed in this case.
The thus obtained wavenumbers k = sqrt(kx 2 + ky 2 ) are shown versus frequency in Figure 4a.
Next, the velocity cB of the bending waves along the supporting wall was obtained via c B = 2π f /k.
Figure 4b. shows that the bending wave velocity exceeds the speed of sound in air for frequencies
starting from and above 160 Hz, which is consistent with the coincidence induced dip in the in the
insulation curve in Figure 2.
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Assuming the brick wall can be approximated by means of Kirchhoff’s thin shell theory,
the bending wave speed can be estimated with the following relation [56]:

cB =

Eh3 (2π f )2
12m(1 − ν2 )

!1/4
(13)

with h = 0.260 m the total thickness, and m = 403 kg/m2 the total mass. Assuming ad hoc a typical
value for Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.3, the effective Young’s modulus E was found to be 4.88 GPa. For
higher frequencies, the assumption of a thin shell is no longer valid. However, for frequencies near
the coincidence frequency (approximately 160 Hz), the structural wavelength of flexural waves in
the structure of interest (@160 Hz: k ∼
= 3 rad/m, thus λ ∼
= 2 m) was still large as compared to
= 2π/3 ∼
the thickness of the wall (0.26 m). This justifies the use of Kirchhoff’s thin shell theory in the lower
frequency range, and thus the estimate of Young’s modulus in this frequency range.
In the following, we further exploit the detailed information yielded by vibrometry analysis,
to assess the radiation efficiency of the ETICS structure, as well as the insulation behavior in the
frequency range that is too low to be reliably addressed by microphone measurement, but relevant for
subjective perception. The radiation efficiency is defined as the ratio of the acoustic power radiated by
the structure, to the power radiated by a reference system that consists of a uniformly vibrating baffled
piston of the same area S and mean velocity [44]:
σ(ω ) =

Pe(ω )
ρcShve2n (ω )i

(14)

where the < > operator denotes spatial averaging over the surface of the structure and vn is the
component of the vibrational velocity normal to the surface. Vibrational patterns of layered structures
are not spatially uniform, and the polarization of the motion is not fully perpendicular to the surface
of the layers. Moreover, the match between the wavelength of bending waves and the one of acoustic
waves in the air is frequency dependent. The radiation efficiency reflects to what extent these aspects
are lowering or raising the coupling of the structural vibration energy into airborne radiated acoustic
energy in the sending room and vice versa in the receiving room.
Equation (12) can be evaluated using the measured, spatially averaged vibration levels <vn 2 >
as extracted from the accelerometer signals, and the sound power P(ω) as calculated from those via
Equation (5). The results are shown in Figure 5 for both walls. The local maximum at ca. 67 Hz
for both walls can be associated with the first natural mode of the structural vibration spectrum
of the supporting wall. The values of the frequency f 1,1 are consistent with expectations based
on the bending velocity dispersion curve as determined in Figure 4 and Equation (10): setting the
bending wavelength components λx /2 = Lx = 3.49 m, λy /2 = Ly = 3.09 m, using k = (kx 2 + ky 2 )1/2 ,
√
with kx = 2ππ/λx and ky = 2π/λy , and inserting the best fitting dispersion curve cB (f ) = a f, with
a = 38 m/s3/2 in k = 2πf /cB (f ), the expected structural mode frequency is f 1,1 = (a k/(2π))2 = (a/2) 2
(Lx − 2 + Ly −2 ) = 67 Hz. Below this frequency, the radiation efficiency increases 12 dB/octave, which is
in accordance with theoretical behavior of a wall vibrating in its fundamental 1-1 mode (Fahy [50]).
The width of the structural vibration induced maximum in the radiation efficiency is determined by
the structural damping. The behavior below f 1,1 and above fc are known to be independent of the
loss factor [45,58]. Apart from this feature, the radiation efficiency rises to the coincidence (critical)
frequency region, which, consistent with the previous analysis, sets in around 160 Hz.
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Figure 4. Dispersion data obtained by ODS and 2D dispersion data fitting approaches: mean of the
wave number (a); and wave propagation velocity (b) dispersion curve data and best fit for Wall 1 and
Wall 2. The symbols were obtained by estimating the wavelength of the modes from the ODS. The
dotted line in (b) depicts the speed of sound in air. The crossing point between the dispersion curve
and the dotted line indicates where coincidence occurs.

Figure 5. Spectrum of the radiation efficiency, extracted from the pattern of the measured normal
velocity component and the calculated sound power.

As explained in Section 2.2, the radiated sound power spectrum calculated from the ODS at
different frequencies (Equation (5)) is independent of the room acoustic features of the receiving
room and is thus an adequate measure for the pure acoustic insulation characteristics of the wall
structures of interest. The availability of this result together with the insulation spectrum as obtained
by classical microphone measurements have motivated us to compare both and thus to assess in detail
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the effects of room acoustics on the sound characteristics in the receiving room and on the results of
classical measurements.
3.3. Sound Reduction Improvement
Figure 6 shows, for both walls, a comparison between the radiated sound pressure level measured
by microphones (ISO 10140-2, denoted in the legend as Lp,RR(Mic) ) and calculated from ODSs (denoted
in the legend as Lp,RR(Rayl) ).

Figure 6. Sound pressure level (Lp ) spectrum in the receiving room during measurements: Wall 1 (a);
and Wall 2 (b). The area highlighted in purple indicates the spectrum below the Schroeder frequency.
Blue and red curves express the Lp measured by standardized microphone approach in 1/3rd octave
spectrum. Green and black curves are the results of Lp achieved by vibrometry data processing in
1/3rd and 1/48th octave bands. f c is the coincidence frequency of the wall; f 0 is the ETICS resonance
frequency; and fi,I is the wall structural modes (i.e., f 1,1 is the first wall natural mode frequency).

In accordance with ISO 10140-2, the microphone-based results were corrected for room
acoustic effects by application of the factor −10.log10 (A) in Equation (1). Nevertheless, due to the
non-diffusiveness of the room below the Shroeder frequency of the receiving room (330 Hz), differences
in the 1/3th octave R-spectrum with the ODS based spectrum, amount up to 8 dB (at 80 Hz). For higher
frequencies, microphone measurements are not affected by room acoustics, by virtue of the high
density per frequency band of room acoustic modes, which allows cancelling out their effect by spatial
and frequency averaging. The accuracy of deflection shapes interpolation is related to the number
of the samples per specific wave length. Vibrometry measurements however become less reliable,
as they are based on a spatial scan along the wall with a finite grid spacing g = 15 cm. According to
the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, this only allows accurately sampling structural waves with
wavelengths up to 4 g = 60 cm, which, based on the velocity dispersion curves in Figure 4, corresponds
with a frequency of 1250 Hz (bending wave velocity 955 m/s).
Considering the reduced accuracy of microphone and accelerometer-based measurements at low
and high frequencies, respectively, we have taken the best of both and retained data above and below
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1250 Hz for microphone and accelerometer-based measurements, respectively, thus constructing the
combined spectra in Figure 7. Based on the resulting combined R-spectrum, the RW value of Wall 1 is
1 dB lower than based on the microphone-based data alone (Table 2). The spectrum adaptation terms C
and Ctr are both 1–2 dB lower. The complementarity between the microphone and accelerometer-based
results allows assessing the effect of ETICS on the sound insulation spectrum in an extended frequency
range, as shown by ∆R = Rwall 2 − Rwall 1 in Figure 8. The most prominent ETICS induced effect on
the sound insulation curve occurs below 250 Hz, where the ETICS resonance causes a large dip in the
frequency spectrum. In this range, the microphone results are affected by the spatial non-uniformity of
the pressure level pattern of room acoustic modes [44], so that the ∆R values extracted from vibrometry
measurements can be considered as the more reliable.

Figure 7. Spectra of the sound reduction index of Walls 1 and 2. (a) Comparison between the two
measurement approaches in 1/3rd octave bands. Green and black lines: sound insulation curves
obtained by vibrometry; blue and red lines: sound insulation curves obtained by means of ISO 10140-2.
(b) Spectrum in 1/48th octave bands of the sound reduction index determined by applying a Rayleigh
calculation on vibrometry data (green: Wall 1; black: Wall 2); combined spectrum (combi) of the two
walls in 1/3rd octave band (blue dashed: Wall 1; red dashed: Wall 2).
Table 2. Airborne sound insulation values of Wall 1 and Wall 2 and their differences, expressed
in terms of single number ratings extracted from microphone-based data and from combined
microphone-vibrometry data. Values in brackets give results with taking to account the recommended
standard deviation 2dB of method.
Symbol

Wall 1 combi

Wall 2 combi

Wall 1 ISO

Wall 2 ISO

∆Rw, combi

∆Rw, ISO

∆Rw, Weber [13]

Rw (dB)
C (dB)
Ctr (dB)
C50–3150 (dB)
C50–5000 (dB)
C100–5000 (dB)
Ctr,50–3150 (dB)
Ctr,50–5000 (dB)
Ctr,100–5000 (dB)

58
−2
−7
−3
−2
−2
−11
−11
−7

58
−5
−10
−6
−5
−4
−14
−14
−10

59
−2
−6
−3
−2
−1
−10
−10
−6

58
−3
−9
−4
−3
−3
−12
−12
−9

0
−3
−3
−3
−3
−2
−3
−3
−3

−1
−1
−3
−1
−1
−2
−2
−2
−3

8 (6)
5 (3)
2 (0)
-
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Figure 8. The sound reduction improvement index ∆R = Rwall 2 − Rwall 1 based on microphone
measurement results and vibrometry technique.

Figure 8 also shows a prediction of the ∆R-spectrum based on Equation (8), which was proposed
by Weber et al. The corresponding ∆RW value overestimates the measured value by about 7–9 dB
(Table 2), due to the ∆RW spectrum overestimating the experimental data, especially above the
coincidence frequency. The values in parentheses denote the average standard deviation (2 dB) of
results presented by ISO standard [42].
However, the Cremer expression in Equation (13) [59] fits quite well for spectrum above the
resonance of the ETICS system and up to the coincidence frequency of ETICS plaster finishing layer
(theoretical coincidence frequency of 25 mm lime plaster layer: fc = 1080 Hz):
∆R f0 <

f < fc

= 20 log m.

f
ρ0 .c 
π

!



+ 10 log


f
− 1 + 10 log(η ) − 2
fc

(15)

with η the structural loss factor of the wall and ρ0 the density of air.
4. Conclusions
This paper verifies the impact of the use of an external thermal composite system (ETICS) on
the airborne sound insulation. For optimum accuracy over a wide frequency range, standardized
microphone-based sound transmission measurements are combined with accelerometer-based
vibrometry measurements. Consistency was found between: (1) structural resonance frequencies
and bending wave velocity dispersion curves determined by vibrometry; (2) spectral features of the
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sound reduction index; (3) ETICS mass-spring-mass resonance induced dip in the acoustic insulation
spectrum; and (4) coincidence induced dip.
The influence of the implementation of ETICS on the sound transmission properties of the
supporting wall is analyzed in detail on a grid 15 cm × 15 cm. Results obtained by accelerometer
based on vibrometry measurements, with optimum accuracy at low frequencies, are combined with
measurements based on ISO-10140 standard method, e.g., by means of microphones, with best accuracy
for frequencies above 1500 Hz.
The measurements confirm that, due to the induced mass-spring-mass resonance, application
of ETICS decreases the sound insulation properties in the low frequency range (<200 Hz), while,
due to the dual layer mass law, the sound insulation increases with frequency from +6 dB/octave to
+12 dB/octave for high frequencies. The dip in the low frequency part of the insulation curve is quite
cumbersome, given that ETICS facades are often exposed to broad band traffic noise with strong low
frequency components. The reduction of sound insulation described by the single number quantity
is about 1–2 dB, which might give impression of an insignificant difference. However, the detailed
analysis of sound transmission spectra of measured walls shows deep dips in narrow frequency
bands. When such leaking frequencies coincide with strong spectral components in the noise, then
this can result in strong acoustic discomfort. From hearing research, it is well known that, although
low frequencies are less audible than middle and high ones in the case of low or moderate sound
levels, the dynamics of human ear becomes smaller towards deeper tones [39]. This means that small
increases of barely audible low frequency sounds will be perceived as much larger increases.
The measurement results show significant differences with the predictions of the ETICS induced
effect on ∆R and ∆RW using a model by Weber et al. [12,13]. For the single number quantity prediction,
the difference was 7(9) dB (with the prediction model uncertainty (2 dB) considered).
The engineering ∆R prediction model is recommended by combining the spectral model by Weber
et al. for the lower frequencies and the model by Cremer et al. [59]. Weber’s model corresponds with
the measured spectra well in frequency range around and below ETICS resonance frequency. On the
other hand, Cremer’s equation corresponds to the part up to coincidence frequency of the ETICS mass
part (the external plaster layer). That means, for frequencies above the resonance of the ETICS system
and up to the coincidence frequency of ETICS plaster finishing layer, a better agreement with the
measurement data in terms of ∆R is obtained. It should be underlined that, to make firm conclusions
about the validity of the presented approach of combining different spectral models, comparisons with
experimental data on more samples will be needed.
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